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You Can Find Us On the Web!
Choose Writing classes 
and register online at:
www.whatcomcommunityed.com

Chuckanut Writers

Building ‘Good Writing’ Muscle
This four-week class is designed 
to improve your writing skill on 
many levels! In a weekly journal, 
we’ll practice place, metaphor, 
simile, repetition, and alliteration. 
At the sentence level, we’ll 
replace weak verbs, clichés, 
generalizations, and telling. We’ll also problem-
solve writing schedules, creative blocks, and story 
sources. This lively class is filled with examples of  
“good writing” and energizing class discussion. 
Bring a journal and fast writing pen. Nancy Canyon, 
MFA in Creative Writing, is widely published.

F8081 / 4 sessions $95
6:30-8:30 PM TUE: 9/23 - 10/14
Canyon WCC - Kulshan 226

Short Stories: Creating 
the Dominant 
Impression        

NEW!

This course examines the idea 
of  writing new short stories 
toward creating what Poe calls 
“the dominant impression” or unifying principle. 
Part guided generative and part critical, we’ll also 
examine some of  the contemporary masters of  the 
form. Beginners and advanced writers can expect 
to come away with two new drafts of  stories plus 
ideas of  where to submit. Bender presented at 
the 2013 Chuckanut Writers Conference and is the 
recent winner of  an Artist Trust grant and Richard 
Hugo House’s New Works Competition. His most 
recent story is in The Iowa Review.

F8537 / 3 sessions $89
6:30-9:00 PM MON: 10/6 - 10/20
Bender WCC - Kulshan 226

 

Putting Your Story 
on the Stage                     NEW!

Writing for the stage takes special skills and an 
openness to collaboration. Learn how to develop 
your “theatre” reflexes, and join the ranks of  
playwrights from Shakespeare to Neil Simon. You’ll 
begin writing scenes in the first class; by listening to 
your dialogue, reading the works of  dramatists, and 
revising your creations, you’ll hone your technique 
right before your eyes! Roby Blecker’s plays have 
been produced in three states. She trained in the 
Playwrights Unit of  the Actors Studio West and at 
the Chamber Playhouse, both in Los Angeles.

F8498 / 5 sessions $149
6:00-8:30 PM MON: 10/6 - 11/3
Blecker WCC - Syre 103A
 

Flash Fiction: 
The Art of Brevity              NEW!

The short-short story, microfiction, palm of the 
hand, and flash fiction are all names for stories that 
clock in at less than 1000 words. We’ll explore the 
rise of flash fiction through different cultures, read 
contemporary examples, and take the basic elements 
of fiction writing (plot, character, setting, description, 
dialogue, twist) to craft, shape, and revise our own 
flash fiction. We’ll also discuss different approaches 
to building a manuscript out of flash fiction pieces. 
Instructor Elizabeth Colen—author of four books, 
including a collection of linked flash fiction stories—
welcomes writers at all levels!

F8225 / 5 sessions $119
6:30-8:30 PM THU: 10/9 - 11/6
Colen WCC - Kulshan 226
 

Fiction Writing:  
An Introduction
If  you’ve always wanted to 
explore fiction writing, this is your 
opportunity! In-class exercises 
and readings will help you begin 
working with the essential writing elements of  
character-building, story and plot, setting, action, 
and dialogue. You’ll watch your story ideas come 
to life on the page and begin to develop the all-
important judgment of  what’s working and what 
needs revision. Roby Blecker’s published works 
(pen name Roby James) include mainstream, 
fantasy, romance, science fiction novels, and a 
number of  shorter works.

F8213 / 6 sessions $179
6:00-9:00 PM WED: 10/15 - 11/19
Blecker WCC - Kulshan 226

 

Fall Writing Marathon
Push through procrastination 
and writer’s block in a fall writing 
marathon! This exciting 12-hour 
event, guided by author Dawn 
Groves, will use a combination of  
structure and freedom to build energy and amass 
quick results. Dawn will provide encouragement and 
coaching throughout the day as you write in timed 
segments at various Fairhaven locations. We’ll join 
together in groups to write, read, socialize, and 
write again—the results will be magical! Class size 
is limited, so register early. Dress comfortably and 
for the weather. We’ll meet at the Book Fare Café 
(inside Village Books—2nd floor) for instructions 
and kickoff.

F8210 / 1 session $69
8:00 AM-8:00 PM SAT: 10/18
Groves Book Fare Café

Writing the  
Sacred Journey                  NEW!

Join Nancy Canyon in writing the spiritual story. 
You’ll write about your life-changing experiences, 
insights, and transformations that have led to 
personal change. Through reading of  selected 
stories and “discovery” writing, we’ll share our own 
events. Exercises from Writing the Sacred Journey 
by Elizabeth Andrew will offer a baseline for types 
of  story. Nationally published Nancy Canyon, MFA, is 
the author of Saltwater and Dark Forest; she invites 
you to explore writing deeper into your experiences 
and all that transpires along the way.

F8723 / 4 sessions $95
6:30-8:30 PM TUE: 10/21 - 11/18
Canyon WCC - Kulshan 226
 

Write Naked: Breaking Through 
Self-Censorship                NEW!

When you write about the “forbidden,” it frees you 
in all aspects of  your writing. In this provocative 
two-day workshop, we’ll drill into sensory details 
when depicting characters eating, bathing, working, 
loving, fighting. Without a vivid way to access these 
details, scenes fall short of  their full potential. We’ll 
also explore what else we lose when we censor 
our work. Sarah Martinez is the author of  Sex and 
Death in the American Novel and has presented for 
Taos Writers Conference and PNWA.

F8714 / 2 sessions $89
6:00-9:00 PM M/TU: 10/27 & 10/28
Martinez Fairhaven Village Inn - Conference Room

The Craft of Writing

Conferences, classes, and retreats for your writing lifeCOMMUNITY COLLEGE

Chuckanut Writers
A collaboration between Village Books and WCC 
Community & Continuing Education. You'll find 
writing classes, seminars, and conferences that 
will inspire and encourage writers at all stages of  
their writing journey. See descriptions for details. 

Chuckanut 
Writers
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 Memoir: Jumpstart Your Writing!

Spend a fun Saturday creating 
a road map for your memoir! 
In this inspiring workshop for 
both beginning and experienced 
writers, you’ll receive imaginative 
new tools to fuel your passion 
for your life story. Exploring your past, present, 
and future, you’ll discover fresh ways to express 
yourself  on the page and develop the clarity and 
vision to finish your memoir! Bring pen and paper 
or laptop. Instructor Susan Colleen Browne is the 
author of  a memoir, Little Farm in the Foothills, and 
her latest novel, Mother Love. Bring a snack or sack 
lunch.

F8393 / 1 session $59
9:00 AM-1:30 PM SAT: 11/8
Browne WCC - Foundation 201B

Writing and Publishing 
Nonfiction: An Insider’s Guide
Explore writing and selling nonfiction works in this 
fascinating, real-world course. Class covers topics 
such as the marketplace and how to crack it, 
components of a successful nonfiction book, online 
resources, ePublishing versus traditional publishing, 
and more. Leave class inspired with a wealth of  
information and ready to write! Dawn Groves is the 
author of several published nonfiction books and 
articles.

F8720 / 2 sessions $75
6:00-9:00 PM WED: 10/1 & 10/8
Groves WCC - Foundation 201C
 

Selling the Excerpt            NEW!

Publishing an excerpt of  a 
longer piece can enhance a 
writer’s resume and help create 
an audience for your project. 
Writers of  both fiction and 
nonfiction will gain techniques for 
crafting a compelling excerpt to showcase one’s 
work, including developing targeted submissions, 
translating material to short and alternate formats, 
and preserving the key message and narrative 
impact of  the original concept. Laurel Leigh is 
an independent writer/editor whose writing has 
appeared in The Bloomsbury Review, The Sun, and 
Bellingham’s own Clover: A Literary Rag.

F8531 / 6 sessions $195
6:30-9:30 PM THU: 10/2 - 11/6
Leigh WCC - Heiner 103

The World of 
Independent Publishing    

NEW!

Once known as “self-publishing,” independent 
publishing is now a viable and often lucrative path 
to a satisfying writing career! In this empowering 
class, author Susan Colleen Browne covers the 
essentials of  print publishing: marketing strategies, 
pricing your book, selling your book in stores and 
online, and real-world sales figures and profits. 
We’ll also explore the basics of  eBook independent 
publishing: creating your eBook, eBook pricing, 
selling, royalties, and more. Browne is the author 
of  six independently published books. Her latest is a 
novel, Mother Love.

F8636 / 2 sessions $69
6:00-8:30 PM WED: 10/22 & 10/29
Browne Village Books - Readings Gallery
 

The Greatest  
Marketing Tool                  

NEW!

Authors! Be prepared to 
“present” yourself  and your 
project(s) in the most compelling 
manner. The listener might be 
an agent, publisher, bookseller, 
future reader — or related to 
one! Alice Acheson, award-winning marketing and 
publishing consultant, shares what works, what 
doesn’t, and why. Don’t miss this evening rich in 
content and professional advice! Register early; 
class space is limited. Instructions for pre-class 
assignment (write a 30-second pitch) provided 
upon registration.

F8624 / 1 session $65
6:00-9:00 PM FRI: 10/24
Acheson Fairhaven Village Inn - Conference Room

Building Community
The Profession

of Writing

Your Book—What’s Next? NEW!

No matter how your book will be published, your 
active involvement in the marketing is essential. The 
how and the when must be decided while balancing 
the time, energy, and money that publishing 
demands...all without neglecting your writing. In 
class, we’ll create a realistic timeline, marketing 
plan, and “sell sheet.” Acheson’s publicity work 
has produced many New York Times bestsellers 
and a Literary Market Place Award for Advertising, 
Promotion, and Publicity. Instructions for a pre-class 
assignment (writing a “sell sheet”) will be provided 
upon registration. One-hour lunch break provided 
from 1-2 PM.

F8732 / 1 session $89
10:00 AM-5:00 PM SAT: 10/25
Acheson WCC - Heiner 103
 

Creation, Care & Feeding 
of Creative Groups            NEW!

No matter your passion—reading great literature, 
writing poetry, performing improv, or gourmet 
cooking—this workshop is about learning to bring 
together like-minds sharing a common passion. The 
results can be exciting, fun, and revealing. Dissecting 
the dynamics of group mentality from a Freudian 
point of view, personality traits, and how to build trust 
will provide the valuable tools you’ve been looking 
for to start a group or enhance the one you are 
in! Shannon P. Laws is a 2013 Mayor’s Arts Award 
recipient, the host of Village Books Poetry Group, 
and radio producer.

F8123 / 1 session $45
12:30-4:30 PM SUN: 10/26
Laws Village Books - Readings Gallery

Returns to WCC next summer!
Friday and Saturday
June 26 & 27, 2015

WCC and Village Books would like 
to thank all attendees and our valued 
sponsors for making this year's conference 
a success. Please join us next year.

SAVE THE
DATES!

www.chuckanutwritersconference.com
Enroll with a Friend
for Twice the Fun!
360.383.3200


